
BMW rotors cost a lot. EBC rotors, while readily available and cost effective, don't include the piece that act as the rivet and spring, shown above.
For the 12/07 thru '09 K1200LT bikes, you can buy what you need to add here: http://www.wunderlichamerica.com/motorcycle/7882132.htmlThese parts will substitute for the rivets and springs in the factory rotors.The older bikes would use this kit: http://www.wunderlichamerica.com/motorcycle/7882115.htmlThe difference appears to be the thickness of the standoff washer.If you haven't purchased your rotors yet, you might consider the Lucas rotors found there.

Factory rotors have rivets that have a spring inside them that limit the float of the rotor in the direction between the bolt and the wheel. The spring will likely wear out before the rotors. The inspection mechanic may fail your brakes if he feels play pulling and pushing on the rotors to & from the wheel.
In this original equipment assembly, you will notice that the rivets float quite easily to/from the axle, where heat expands the rotor, but very little in the in the 90-degree-from-that direction, where braking forces act. 

Installing EBC MD616 Front Rotors on the 2009 K1200LT
These parts and procedures are not officially supported by anybody. Do this at your own risk. I am just documenting what I did, that seems to be good.
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A fat washer stands the rotor off the aluminum wheel, then the rotor, a skinny washer, a spring, and the bushing, then the factory bolt. I used blue Loctite on the bolt threads. Now we have a "spring sandwich". Don't torque the bolt down. Drive it until the spring just begins to flex, and then about a quarter turn more. With five bolts on, you can barely move the rotor in any direction now, but its floating - and safe from thermal warping that would happen if it couldn't. 
Don't torque: If you torqued to spec found in the Clymer manual, you would flatten the springs and ruin the effectiveness of this fitment kit. Before I knew better, as I started this project, my #30 star bit cracked off at the 21Nm recommended for the factory rotor! That spec no longer applies. These rotors aren't riveted.
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On the left side, put the standoff washer on top of the steel speed sensor ring.

When you replace your rotors, you should replace your pads at the same time. Old pads will not bed in properly and will likely scar and possibly warp your new rotors. Ridges that were made by your old rotors on the worn pads create hotspots and don't maximize the surface area touching the new rotor, and won't bed in properly.
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